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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is a upcoming technology that defines distributed environment for 

processing of the user's request among the virtual machines. Cloud comptu9ing provides the 

services to host different applications and on-line storage. These services can be allowed access 

to users from differed geographical locations. It is required that these services can be accessible 

to users in minimum time and without any disruption. This distributed nature of requests ans 

services is a issue for proper load balancing among service hosting servers which can be result 

into degraded performance of the services. Efficient Load balancing approach can help to 

enhance the performance of series hosted in cloud environment. The efficient load balancing can 

be achieved by dividing the requests load among virtual machines. There are many existing 

approach has been developed for efficient disturbed load balancing in cloud environment.  The 

proposed approach is designed to improve the capability of data centers. It allocates requests 

among virtual machines in efficient manner by using their current status in cloud computing 

using Genetic Algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses modified genetic algorithm based 

approach. The best VM are selected by analyzing candidates which are having more fitness in 

compare to others.  The proposed approach is being evaluated in simulated environment. The 

cloud Sim is used as experimental setup for evaluation of proposed approach. The evaluation 

result shows that the proposed approach reduces the response time of servers significantly and 

provides an effective load balancing among VMs. 

Keywords: - Cloud computing; Load balancing; Simulation; Virtual Machine; Cloud Sim Tool; 

Cloud. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has become famous and adaptable technologies in the information 

hosting and providing services providing industries. It provides a large scale distributed 

computing solution.  It is flexible and user adaptable technology. The user request can be varied 

dynamically and it requires utilization of resources in minimal management. These requires 
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configuration as per user’s incoming requests arrival rate and types of resources. Cloud based 

services is meant to provide resources to incoming user request every time without any failure. 

Cloud computing is developed to provide and allocate hardware resources and software 

resources efficient ally to every user request. There are cloud based technology which is 

designed for efficient resources management. The resources in cloud computing platform are 

distributed at various virtual machines in order to enhance performance. Some problems require 

large quantity of resources for high computing scenarios and sometimes their resources 

requirement can be increased at very high scale. Cloud computing offers technologies for such 

complex problem in order to achieve high scale performance. 

Cloud Computing plays important role in providing on-demand services such as 

infrastructure resources and on-line data storage through as required to  the users over the 

Internet. Internet is backbone of cloud computing. Cloud services cant reach to users without 

Internet. Cloud computing hosts services on a remote locations. Sometimes one hosting server is 

far away from other data servers. So it is a need to connect these servers within the help of 

network connections. The users location also differ by the locations. Sometimes users are related 

from different geographical locations. Cloud computing is a resource sharing platform so a user 

do not need to setup any resources. They need to limited resources for basic services. Hardware 

failure and services unreachable are becoming the thing of fast. Now days if u have paid for any 

services then you need to worry about nothing just enjoy their services. 

Business always require more investment to operate, sustain and grow. A big part of 

investment is consumed by the computing systems, storage devices and networking components. 

It is avoidable concept for companies. If company grow rapidly then it requires more investment. 

Sometime it has been found that a company if didn't requires any resources then they have to 

bear it cost. The computing devices fast growing features and support also play a important role 

int increasing the operational cost of company. So company always prefer to have resources on 

demand. Their management always in process to find new solution to reduces investing and 

operational cost. Cloud computing a more adapted technology from upcoming business. Cloud 

computing is favorable for business due to its adaptability in respect to utilization resource 

effectively, efficiently and economically. For startup business the cloud computing technology is 

very beneficial because it provides on-demand and cost effective for advanced updated servers 

and data storage fro various needs. It is a resource pooling concept. It provides the the 

infrastructure as services, software as services, platforms as services and communication as 

services. 

Cloud computing is designed to provide advanced distributing computing, virtualization, 

grid computing and serve-oriented-architecture. It's services is on-demand as user required. 

Sometimes user required more resources then it provide extra resources on marginal cost and 

when user does not need the services then it stop charging the users for the extra services. It is 

pay-per-use model. Cloud computing is a very fast adapting technology by industry but it is also 
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facing various technology issues such as fault tolerant, load management and data security. 

Security of data on clouds is a challenging issues faces by cloud services provider.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Cloud computing service providing storage for large  amounts of user data in their storage 

centers. Amazon and Microsoft are biggest players of this area. User requires to access their data 

from these storage reliably, easily and economically. 

In [1] proposes a randomized algorithm for reliable access to stored data on demand. This 

randomize algorithm solution manages data storage and retrieval from this unwanted 

synchronization. To provide randomized solution there are four solutions has been described. A 

randomized distributed load balancing scheme is designed to provide the load-balancing among 

the storages. A sweeping algorithm is defined to maintains this balance irrespective distributed 

uncoordinated behavior. A probability distribution is used for suitable randomized load 

assignments. A classical matrix is computing approach is used for probability distribution. [1] 

Round Robin  based algorithm is based on the concept of load balancing. In cloud computing 

environment the load balancing is managed by various available existing algorithms. Round 

robin enhance the performance of load distributed to the nodes. In load balancing approach, user 

request for virtual machines is allocated for execution the task without storing status of  previous 

allocation sates.  The idea inside Round robin algorithm approach is to divide available time into 

interval. These interval is alloted to each job either in queue or new request. Each job is required 

to be completed into prescribed time limit. The Round robin approach handles the processes 

without any priority. The jobs are processes in circular executive. All incoming requests are put 

inside queue and allocates to virtual machines inside data center as given time scheduled manner. 

Each requests   time. If requests are not being completed and allotted time expires then it needs 

to wait for the next round allotment. After completion of request another request I allowed to 

take allocated time of finished requests. [2] 

In branch-and-bound approach has been defined for task scheduling in cloud computing 

environment. The branch-and-bound approach is based in user and system aspects. It defines 

QoS constraints which are related to user behavior as well as system load balancing scenarios. A 

rational approach is used to perform the value analysis. The branch-and-bound approach 

performs better in comparison to genetic algorithm. The performance evaluation is done on in 

terms of cost, time and load balancing. An effective task scheduling approach can utilized the 

resource efficiently  and improve the overall performance inside the cloud computing 

environment. [6] Customer service is an important aspect of service providers. Cloud computing 

plays a important technology to model the resource efficiently. 
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CLOUD COMPUTING: A OVERVIEW 

Cloud computing becoming promising technology in last decade.  It is making its presence into 

the various customer service segments. It has various on demand services which includes 

Platform as Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as Service (IaaS).  Software as a Service (SaaS).  

Software on demand also referred as Software as a Service (SaaS) has important contribution in 

cloud based services. A application is deployed in SaaS and access by the user through the 

Internet services. It is hosted, managed and provided from remotely server. The customer are 

charged nominal charge for these services which is based on policy pay per use. It also provides 

email or customer management as services with specific business requirement. The user are not 

allowed to access or knowledge of underlying infrastructure. Google services are hosted as SaaS 

and provided as web based applications. It can be accounting management application, human 

resource management (HRM), enterprise resource management (ERP)  and customer relationship 

management (CRM).  

PaaS is also referred as Platform as a Service (PaaS). In PaaS user develops the software 

or applications on the tools or platform provided by the service provider such as application 

design, development, testing, deployment and hosting through network, servers and storage. 

PaaS service provider provides the control environment in which user can create and upload 

Their applications but users are allowed only specific control related to their applications. Users 

are not allowed to access other features of services such as operating systems, networks and 

hardware components. IaaS also referred as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). It is a 

infrastructure services that delivers computer infrastructure. It provides platform virtualization as 

service. It creates a virtual data center that provides physical servers, virtualized servers and 

cloud-based data storage based on user requirements. It reduces the cost effectively because user 

need not to buy the new servers, data center and the network resources. User only pay for the 

duration that they are intended to use. Amazon provides Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) as 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).[3] 

 

LOAD BALACNING IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing environment provides the software, platform and infrastructure as on 

demand to users. Users send their requests to cloud servers in bulk orders. These requests are 

accessed thought Internet services. If a user is trying to access any on-line services must need to 

continuous communication to the servers. These continued activities also increase the amount of 

requests to the servers. The number of servers is quite less compare to user's requests. These 

services require efficient management of servers so that all requests can be processed efficiently 

in minimum time. These servers create Virtual machines to improve the performance of services. 

These VMs requires efficient load balancing as the main challenge. The efficient load balancing 

enhances the overall performance to virtual machines as well as system. Various parameters 
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affect the load balancing such as bandwidth utilization and network congestion. There are 

various proposed approach to handle these issues. The load balancing algorithm can be 

categorized into static and dynamic algorithm. The Cloud services and numbers of users are 

growing at very rapid growth. These impose a lot of load of cloud data center. The vast load on 

data centers are becoming a challenging problems among cloud services providers and 

researchers. There is always demand for a effective load balancing approaches to efficiently load 

balancing of resources among servers and enhance the end-user service. The existing approaches 

of load balancing techniques have proposed various solutions to the various problems. These 

approaches are efficiently managing the servers when it becomes overloaded. Some approaches 

provides efficient allocation of resources using load forecast. Some approaches mange 

parameters  that affect the  load balancing to improve system performance. The load balancing in 

cloud computing is a major issues that needs to address regulatory. 

 

ENHANCED LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM 

Cloud computing technology has offered a new era of distributed computing for large 

scale computing resources. The cloud environment basically uses visualization technology to 

provide resource availability to users. The main advantage of cloud systems is to use pay per use 

model. Users do not need to invest a large amount on money in setting up infrastructures and 

operational cost. The incoming requests are allocated to various data centers. These data centers 

uses load balancing approaches to distribute the requests among their virtual machines. So load 

balancing approach is a very important part for cloud based system. In this paper the necessary 

steps are being taken to design and implement a suitable load balancer for cloud computing 

environment. 

An improved new load balancing approach is proposed based on genetic algorithm 

approach.  The proposed approach takes the minimum time to finish the requests. It also 

improves efficient scheduling of user requests among different virtual machines. Round Robin 

Algorithm for VM load balancing introduces the concept of load balancing for cloud computing 

environment. In cloud environment there are many of the existing algorithms are available to 

maintain the load balancing. Round robin is one of the algorithm uses to enhance the 

performance of load distributed to the nodes. In load balancing policies each time a new user 

request for virtual machine to execute the task they don’t save the previous state allocation of the 

virtual machine. To resolve this problem developing an efficient virtual machine load balancing 

algorithm using round robin approach. In Round Robin Algorithm distributed the request 

according to the priority of the data center for better performance and overcome the problems of 

the round robin approach. The principle behind Round robin algorithm technique in which time 

is divided and interval is allotted to each job. Each node completes its job in a given interval of 

time. In this algorithm job is completed in a circular executive and handling all processes without 

any priority. It maintains a queue of incoming requests and allocates time scheduling manner to  
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virtual machines in a data center. Thus in a specific time quantum each request is allowed to be 

executed i.e. request is  still incomplete, it has to wait for the next round. When request is 

complete it allow other process to take charge to  another request for complete the job. The 

Proposed algorithm is enhancement into the Round Robin VM allocation approach. Firstly a 

Hash map is maintained which contains the number of virtual machines with their states(BUSY 

or AVAILABLE). When some request of client comes to data center the load balancer. The  

entire hash map list will be scanned from top to bottom until first available virtual machine is 

found. If some virtually machine has state AVAILABLE then the request is allocated to that 

machine. In each job request a VM is chosen uniformly at random and compared with the other 

VM to which jobs were routed in the previously. The server with the shorter queue length among 

the Available VM is chosen. If there is no virtual machine available then the request is queued. 

Proposed Load balancer approach looks for VM with most suitable features based on Genetic 

algorithm approach. The assignment of a task to a single processor is depends on execution time 

of a task in the virtual machine, cost of using resources, load in the VM running task. 

 

Fig 1: Flow Diagram of proposed approach 
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Proposed Algorithm 

 Step1. Initially set allocation status AVAILABLE to all the Virtual machines. 

 Step2.Initially the VM state list includes no entries. 

 Step3. Users send requests to DataCenterController. 

 Step4. Upon receiving new request DataCenterController request VM Load 

Balancer for allocation. 

 Step 5. If some virtually machine has state AVAILABLE then the request is 

allocated to that machine. 

 Step 6. If all VM is busy then VM with most suitable features based on Genetic 

algorithm approach is chosen. The assignment of a task to a single processor is 

depends on execution time of a task in the virtual machine, cost of using 

resources, shorter queue length  and load in the VM running task. 

 Step7. The processed request from VM is deallocated and response sends from 

the DataCenterController to the user base. 

 Step8. V Ms state list is update the load balancer status and status of V Ms. 

 

 

Fig 2: Cloud Sim Simulation  
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Fig 3: Analysis of Proposed Approach 

 

CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing is upcoming technology which will take over a big portion of business. It 

provides services as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS through the Internet. It defines  an efficient way of 

providing resources and services by allowing access to the users through Internet on pay per use. 

Cloud computing can be used to host several services such as web applications and on line 

storages. Th see multiple services can provide access to a large number of users at any time. 

These phenomena creates multiple request load on cloud services hosting servers. These servers 

apply the concept of virtual machine to provide reliable access to all requests in limited time. So 

managing requests among these servers is a big problem. The load balancing management is an 

important aspect for the cloud computing technology. The prosed approach enhance the 

performance of data centers by allocating efficient distribution of loads among virtual machines 

hosted in cloud computing,  The experiment has been performed on Cloud Sim. The results show 

that proposed approach gives very promising response time results for an effective load 

balancing among virtual machines. 
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